ARTGRAF® DRAWING MATERIALS

ARTGRAF® TAILOR SHAPE
An exciting and versatile tool for drawing and painting,
ArtGraf ® Pigmented Tailor Shape is a unique formulation
of pigments and binders combined to produce intense
colors when used dry or for water-soluble techniques. Ideal
for travel or studio use, ArtGraf ® Pigmented Tailor Shape
comes in a variety of colors and sets. Each Tailor Shape
disc measures 1.75” x 2”.
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Carbon Black (carded)
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Magenta
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8 #500501

Monochromatic Set (Black, Graphite, White)

9 #500592

Primary Color Set (Magenta, Yellow, Blue)
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Earth Tone Set (Sanguine, Ochre, Sepia,
Brown, Dark Brown, Carbon Black)
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CARBON PENCILS
Featuring a rich matte, black lead, these pencils provide an
ultra-smooth and consistent stroke, and make blending and
shading a breeze!
#500048
#500048/6
#500048/2
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48-pack
6-pack
2-pack (carded)

WATER-SOLUBLE GRAPHITE
WATERCOLOR GRAPHITE
Paintable and ready to use with a wet brush, this water-soluble graphite allows artists
to create a wide rage of graphite grays from deep black to more transparent shades.
Also featured in a unique and beautiful gift for any artist,
the ArtGraf ® Watercolor Graphite Set. This premium set
includes (1) each of the following: 20g ArtGraf® Watercolor
Graphite, 3.5” Graphite Stick and Escoda Prado #4
Synthetic Sable Travel Brush.
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#500020
#500220
#50060

20g
20g
60g

Tin
Tin Carded
Tin
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#500201		

Watercolor Graphite Set
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GRAPHITE STICKS

WATER-SOLUBLE GRAPHITE
PENCILS

Formulated from a unique blend of
graphite and binders, these sticks
can be used dry for drawing or
for water-soluble techniques and
allow artists to achieve a large
range of washes and grays.

Featuring the same superior formulation
found in the Watercolor Graphite in 2B
and 6B pencils. Available in a carded
configuration featuring (1) of each pencil
type or a bulk 36-pack cardboard case
that can also serve as a convenient
storage container between uses.

#500100
#500102 Carded
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GRAPHITE XL
Perfect for artists working in
large scale, this 250g handmade
stick of premium graphite is
formulated to be used dry or
with water-soluble techniques.
Packaged in drawstring cloth bag
for easy storage between uses.
(7” x 2” x 1”)
#500250

17 #500226
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#500032
18 #500036

2B | 6B
2B
6B

1ea. / Carded
36-pack
36-pack
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ARTGRAF® Nº1 WATER-SOLUBLE
GRAPHITE PUTTY
Soft graphite putty that allows artists to
shape the drawing tool according to specific
drawing needs ranging from a large ball to
make large colored areas for big drawing to a
very small tool for greater control. ArtGraf ®
Nº1 can create a wide range of shades and
color contrast through the use of more or less
material. Nº1 can be used directly from the
package or mixed with water. (150g)
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WATER-SOLUBLE GRAPHITE POWDER
Featuring the same superior formulation found
in the Watercolor Graphite in 2B and 6B pencils.
Available in a carded configuration featuring (1)
of each pencil type or a bulk 36-pack cardboard
case that can also serve as a convenient storage
container between uses.
#500946
#500947

100g
250g
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